1. In each of these lists, the names of various animals and a particular habitat are given. Circle the habitat and the animal that is particularly suited to that habitat and give a reason for your choice. The first question has been done for you as an example.

a) gorilla 
  ocean 
  tiger 
  whale 
  fox

Answer: A whale lives its life in water and the ocean is a suitable habitat.

b) lion 
  eagle 
  jungle 
  gorilla 
  seal

c) chicken 
  bat 
  pond 
  fox 
  duck

d) monkey 
  desert 
  parrot 
  horse 
  camel

2. With the help of the flow chart below explain why successive populations of mice are more likely to survive from cats.

Write your answer below

Is the mouse fast?

YES

mouse escapes

mouse has babies

NO

mouse killed by cat

fast parents have more babies

mouse chased by cat